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To all who'm'iz't may home-m: 
Be it known that we, HAROLD S. Boom 

and GEORGE G. MARSHALL, citizens of, the 
United States, and residents, respectively, 
of Cleveland, in the county of Cuyahoga 
and State of Ohio, and Cleveland, in the 
county of Cuyahoga and State of Ohio, have 
invented a certain new and useful Improve 
ment in Methods of Preparing Substances in 
Finely-Divided Form, of which the follow 
ing is a full, clear, and exact description. ' 

The‘present invention relates to a method 
or ‘process for obtaining a material which 
is dispersed in extremely ?nely divided 
condition throughout another material. This 
invention ?nds utility in numerous instances 
among which may be mentioned merely by 
way of example, colloidal solutions, emul 
sions and ointments. ‘ l “ y 

In practicing the invention the material 
is initially prepared so that the molecules 
making up its structure are dispersed with ' 
respect to each other, and then the material» 
with the molecules in the dispersed condi 

‘tion are introduced into‘ another material 
‘which serves to receive the material in the 
dispersed molecular condition, and to main 
tain it in that dispersed condition. 
The material which is operated upon may 

be placed in its dispersed condition by heat 
ing so that it is volatilized, or'it may be 
atomized if it is a liquid,ywhich while not . 
representing as complete aidispersion of the 
molecules of I the substance as may’ be 

' realized ina volatilized condition, is never 
theless within the terms of this invention. 

\Vhile we have mentioned volatilization 
and atomization as two means‘ by which a 
material wmay be placed in what we may 
term its dispersed condition, we do not in 
tend to limit ourselves in this particular.‘ , 
In practicing'the invention ‘we have em 

ployed an ‘apparatus having a small aper 
ture through which the material ‘to be dis 
persed is injected, and upon leavingthe in 

' jector it is’ immediately introduced into the 
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other material into ‘ which 
jected. 
We 

the substance being operated upon, such for 
instance, as the diameter of the injector 
aperture, the pressure of the material which 
is being dispersed, and also the rate at 
which the material is cooled or- reconverted 

it is to be in-_ 

have found that there are certain facts 
which control the ?neness or the degree of I 
dispersion of the particles or molecules of, 
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into its original form in the material in 
which it is injected. ‘ ' 

Under some circumstances ‘it may be de 
sirable to inject with the primary, material 60 
which is being put in its dispersed forms‘ - 
one or more other components, and one of 
these additional components may be inert 
or inactive where this is desirable, and the 
degree of ?neness of the material which is 
being dispersed after injection of the mate 
rial in which it is‘ received is somewhat 
affected by the presence of other components 
or inactive material; '- - ‘ > 

It may under‘some circumstances be de 
sirable to stir the material into which the 
dispersed substance is-injected, but this has 
no material effect on the invention itself. ‘ 
As an application of the method or proc 

ess which has above been described, we will 
describe the same in connection with the 
preparation of mercury ointment. ' 

This we have prepared. by volatilizing 
mercury and passing the mercury vapor un 
der pressure through an injector having a 
?ne ori?ce and injecting the same" into 
lique?ed fats or a mixture of fats‘ which 
fats‘ are suf?ciently cool to prevent crack 
ing. The mercury on being injected into 
the lique?ed fats is‘ received therein and 
geld in its ?nely divided and dispersed con-. 
ition. ' l ' 

The foregoing process hasbeenbarried out“ 
by using injectors having various sizes of 

p The v?neness of the mercury can 
be controlled,'a~nd by employing the method 
suggested we have'ub'een able‘ to obtain a 
mercury ointment in which the mercury 
was at least one hundred ‘times ?ner 'than’ 
any commercial {forms of mercury ointment 
with which we are famlliar. ' 

vIt goeswithout saying that an ointment v 
in which the activejniaterial is thus ?nely 
divided is more active in its therapeutic 
uses than where theactive material is not so _ 
?nely divided. . > - > 

It will be obvious that as ‘before stated 
it is within the terms of this invention to 
dilute the mercury vapor with any desired 
diluting agent or gas. _ ' _- .1 . v 

.It is obvious thatthis principle may be 
applied‘ to the‘ preparation of omtments, 
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emulsions or colloidal solutions of all kinds ~ 
wherever it is possible'to volatilize or atom 
ize or otherwlse vproduce a dispersed .con 

‘ dition of one ‘of the components of the dis 
110 

persoid system to be made, and to inject ’ i 
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this volatiliaed vor otherwise’ dispersed ma 
terial into another gaseous or liquid ‘com 
ponent which Will act as‘a receiving, pro 
tecting and holding agentwhi'ch keeps the 
substance which is being dispersed thereinto' 
from coalescing, or in other words, main 
tain it in its dispersed condition. Many 
non-metals andialso many'compounds are 
capable of volatilization, and therefore of 
being injected in the above described man 
ner so as to form emulsions or mixtures in 
which thevolatilized‘component is ?nely di-.. 
vided, as an example of which may be men 
tioned sulphur ointments or iodine oint 
ments. » v ' 

Having described our invention, we 
claim z--- » g 

1. The method of preparing a substance 
in ?nely divided form, which consists in put 
ting the substance in 'such form‘that the‘ 

. molecules thereof are in dispersed condition, 

25 

and then injecting the substance in its dis 
persed condition into a suitable material 
which ?xes and retains the said substance in 
its dispersed- condition. 

2. The method of preparing a substance 
in ?nely divided form, which consists in put 
ting the substance in such form that the 
molecules thereof are in dispersed condition, > 

39 and then injecting the substance‘ in its dis 
persed condition into a suitable lique?ed ma 
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terial-lwhich?xes and retains the said sub- 1 
stance in its dispersed condition. 
~ck3. The method of preparing a substance 

in ?nely divided form'which consists in‘ put 
ting the substance in such form that the 
molecules thereofare in dispersed condition, ' 
and then in placing said substance while in 
dispersed condition under pressure, through 
a small ori?ce and into a suitable material 
which ?xes and retains said substance in its 
dispersed ‘condition. . 

4. A method of preparing a substance in 
?nely divided form which consists in vola 
tilizing the said substance and in injecting 
the substance while in volatilized condition 
into a suitable material which condenses the 
said volatilized substance but retains it and 
?xes it in its dispersed condition. 

5. The method of preparing a substance 
in ?nely divided form which consists in vola 
tilizing said substance and in placing the 
said substance whilevolatilized under pres 
sure through a suitable orifice and into a 
lique?ed material which condenses the said 
volatilized substance but retains it in its 
dispersed condition. ' 
In testimony whereof, we hereunto af?x 

our signaturesl 

HAROLD s. BOOTH. ‘ 
GEORGE e. mRsHALL. 
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